
Wings and Wheels Summertime Competition 2022 
The Rules: 
To enter you must be a ‘paid up’ member of Suffolk Riders, or a registered Associate.


You must visit each of the five compulsory sites with your bike, provide a selfie to include yourself, 
your bike AND the memorial. Then submit your entry or entries to the clubs Facebook page, 
including the date attended.


If a group of you attend the same memorial and are all in the picture, each person will receive 20 
points.


Each compulsory site visited = 20points.


Points will be awarded for each memorial site visited, as proven by the applicable photograph.


Submissions that do not include the rider, bike AND memorial will be invalid.


Any member finding and adding a ‘New’ memorial by being the first to submit their ‘selfie’ will 
receive 40 points, plus an additional 10 points if you remember to add the What Three Words 
location, to aid fellow members.


All subsequent visits to the ‘New site’ submitted by others will attract 25 points.


If you devise and ride a route that includes five or more memorials on one ride-out and share the 
route (with your photographic evidence) with the club, the route will gain you 30 additional points.


It is intended to run monthly updates on the scores via Facebook, to keep the interest going. 
Remember points = prizes.


In October we will review all entries, tot up the points, collate the entries and confirm a winner, 
who will receive a quality prize AND club polo shirt at the Club AGM in December. 


SAFE RIDING!


Five Compulsory Sites to Visit. 

Memorial Site What 3 words

1 RAF Bradwell Bay War Memorial, 9 Trusses Rd, 
Bradwell-on-Sea, Southminster CM0 7QS

 guru.decimals.moods

2 Earls Colne memorial at the entrance to the Earls 
Colne Business Park CO6 2JU,  just off the B1024

ripples.dentistry.logged

3 RAF Debach memorial, Clopton Corner [between 
Drabbs Lane & Snipe Farm Road] Woodbridge

remedy.decoded.spend

4 RAF Sutton Bridge Memorial, Cambridgeshire adjust.slung.gems
5 RAF Wratting, Weston Woods Farm, 

Cambridgeshire, CB21 5NR
present.probable.marathons
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